
THE ABACUS AND THE CALENDAR 
(PLATES 25-27) 

A N effort to understand the ancient Athenian calculation of interest and the extent 
Z-A to which it differs from ours must begin with an examination of examples 
where principal, number of days, and interest are all preserved or restored with 
virtual certainty:' 

I.G., 12, 324 Interest Intterest by Differ- 
Principal )ays on Stone Decimal Systema- ence 

line 103 766T 1095/5 1464 37T 2338/2?2 37T 2338/11/4(.28) 0/34 
line 85 1T 1748 17 4/2X2 4/2Y2(.39) 
line 86 521 17 0/134 0/1X/4(.29) 
line 87 80 17 0/'2 0/<4 (.045) 0/ Y4 
line 88 3418/1 17 1/5'2 1/5?y(.93) 

Of the two examples wvhich show a difference between the interest as preserved onl 
the stone and that calculated by th.e decim-al system, the one in line 87 represenits not a 
difference in calculation, since no system which recognized quarter obols could give a 
solution of V2 obol, but a feeling that where the total amoount of initerest was so small 
the benefit of the fraction must go to the god. The difference in the example in line 
103, however, represents a real difference in calculation, although an extremely small 
one. Such a slight variation from the decimal result can not, as Meritt 2 shows (p. 36), 
be aclhieved by either one of his tables (except by approximation), and suggests a 
system of calculation which is both more accurate and more like our decimal system. 
So slight a variation, mnoreover, with such large numbers casts doubt on the far larger 
variations for considerably smaller factors which Meritt accepted for calculations of 
which we do not have all three terms. For example, Meritt's 28T 3610/3X2 for 1349 
days, if calculated by the decimal systemn, gives interest of 1T 1716/4'4, which is 
smaller by 2/334 than the interest on the stone. Although Meritt can get the interest 
on the stone from his restored principal by means of his tables, the variation from 
the result given by decimal calculation is twAenty-one times the variation betwveen the 

1 Here, and throughout the paper, drachmas anid obols are separated by the slanting bar, thlus: 
23/2. In the interest by decimal calculation the decimal remainder (in parentheses) is translated 
into the nearest quarter obol. Meritt, Cl. Quart., XL, 1946, pp. 60 and 62, has restored a principal 
less by one obol in line 103. This difference is of no importance in the calculations, which are here 
made with his original figure. 

2 Except where noted, all references to Meritt are to The Athenian Calendar in the Fifth 
Century, 1928. Needless to say, this paper could not have beell undertaken without benefit of 
Meritt's fundamental work and shining example. I am also inldebted to him for reading this paper 
and making useful suggestions for the new text; see below, pp. 161-164. 
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decimnal-calculated interest and the preserved interest in lines 103 ff., where both prin- 
cipal and days are far larger (2/33/4 is 21 X 0/3/44). Since 766T 1095/5 is the largest 
principal we have to deal with, and 1464 the largest number of days, no smaller 
principal and number of days ought to give by Greek calculation a greater variation 
from the decimally calculated interest than 0/34. Even if overall largeness is not the 
critical factor, but rather the size of the number which remains after dividing by five 
talents, there is still no justification for so large a variation. That is, the remainder 
from 766T 1095/5 is iT 1095/5, or 24% of 5T, and the remainder of 28T 3610/3'2 
is 3T 3610/3X2, or 70 % of 5T. So that if a variation of 0/3fi4 is allowable for the 
former, the allowable variation for the latter must be less than three times that, 
i.e. 0/2'Y4. 

The following table shows the extent to which Meritt's calculations vary fromn 
results obtained by the decimal system. All the payments for the four years (from 
Athena Polias) are included except those which are multiples of 5T and so not affected 
by the form of the calculation. 

Year and Mlleritt Decimal Sys- 
payment Principal Days Interest tenm Initerest Difference 

1, 3 28T 3610/3'2 1349 1T 1719/2 1T 1716/4? 2/3Y4 
1, 4 44T 3000 1202 1T 4701/1 1T 4697/5 3/2 
1, 6 18T 3000 1128 4172/4 4173/3?2 0/5? 
3, 1 33T 550 705 4665/5 4665/5?2 0/?2 
3, 2 23T 4250 645 3057/5 3058/13/4 0/234 
3, 3 6T 1200 510 632/1? 632/2?2 0/1 
4, 1 59T 4720 355 4244/4?2 4244/5 0/Y2 
4, 2 2T 5500 281 163/5?2 163/5?2 
4, 3 liT 3300 252 582/1 582/34 07? 
4, 5 18T 122/2'2 34 122/2?2 122/3?2 0/1 

What is wanted is a method of calculating interest which can have been used in 
the 5th century B.c. and which gives but slight variation from the results obtained by 
the decimal system. And since the abacus, both as preserved in Greece and used in 
Roman and later times, has a built-in decimal system, it should provide acceptable 
means of calculating interest. If we find a method which gives the exact interest 
preserved on the stone when both principal and number of days are known, this method 
can be used also where the interest is not preserved; and where only interest and 
number of days are preserved, it will necessarily be more accurately reversible than 
any system which employs approximated fractions, thus answering the complaint of 
Pritchett-Neugebauer 3 and so making possible a more certain restoration of the 
calendar. 

3The Calendars of Athens, 1947, pp. 99-100. But of course Meritt (The Athenian Year, 1961, 
p. 67, note 16) rightly points otut that " once a restoration has been made which involves principal 
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The method of abacus-calculation may be derived from the system used where the 
principal is a multiple of 5T. In this case the principal is divided by 5 to give the 
number of drachmas which will be the interest for one day. This quotient is then 
multiplied by the number of days to give the total interest. For a principal which is 
less than a multiple of ST (as well as the remnainder of any principal which is more 
than a multiple of 5T) the interest for one day vill be less than one drachma. Such a 
principal, being expressed in drachmas, should be divided not by 5T but by 30,000 
drachmas. Being less than 5T, suclh a principal is not divisible by 30,000. But 
if 30,000 is thought of as 3 mnyriads (or five positions),' the principal may be 
divided by 3 to give a quotient in thousands or less (four positions or fewer). 
which will represent the part of a drachnma which is the principal's interest for one 
day, since after division by 3 miiyriads only myriads will represent drachmas, and any- 
thing less will represent part of a drachma. Then this quotient, tmultiplied by the 
number of days, will give myriads (i.e., drachmas) as the interest for the whole period, 
with a remainder in thousands or less (four positions or fewer) to be converted 
into obols. 

Let us take, for example, the principal in lines 103 ff., which may be worked out 
on an abacus like that found on Salaimis (I.G., 12, 2777), but adapted for larg,er 
numbers, as follows: T8 and '4 obol signs removed; APT [x added to West and North 
rows of figures; PHIAPr added to the beginning of the South row of figures. The 
board is set up as follows, with l)rincipal along the South row of figures and the 
number of days in the separate four-position area at the East (see Plate 25, Fig. 1). 
The talents which are a multiple of 5 can easily be seen from the Greek systenm of 
notation. Step I takes these (765) from the South row up to the calculating area 
(Plate 25, Fig. 2). Step 2 will be division by 5. Position rule: 5 three minus one plus 
one equals three; thus the quotient will have three positions and may be put at the 
far left of the board, with a l)ebble to marlk its last position, to leave roomn at the 
operating right of the board for the product of quotient and days. Figure 3 (Plate 25) 
shows the result of the following calculation: 7(00) -+ 5 1(00), with a remiiainder 
of 2 (00) ; 26(0) 5-5 (0), with a remainder of 1 (0) ; 15 5 = 3; quotient is 1 53. 

Step 3: multiplication of 1464 (days) by 153. The multil)licand is placed at the 
right end of the board and will gradually be replaced by the product. Position-rule 
for mnultiplication is: the sum of the number of positions in multiplier and multiplicand 
minus 1. 

and interest, it is obvious that the onliy test of its vali(lity is the reckoning fromii principal to interest, 
not vice versa." 

4 On the abacus everything depends on position (Diog. Laert., I, 59). So that 3, 30, 300, 3000, 
30000 all involve three pebbles, but 30000 is represented by three pebbles in the fifth (counting from 
the right) position, 3000 is represented by three pebbles in the fourth position, etc. 

5 Position-rule for division: number of positions in dividend minus number of positions in 
divisor plus one equals number of positions in quotient; if first position of divisor will not go into 
first position of dividend, the number of positions in quotient wll be reduced by one. 
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1(000) by 1(00) 1(00000) 
by 5 (0)= 5 (0000) 
by 3- 3(000) 

153(000) See Figure 4 (Plate 25), 

where " pebbles " of the product are "white" to distinguish them from the black 
pebbles of the multiplicand. 

4(00) by 1 (00)_ 4(0000) 
by 5 (0) 20(000) 
by 3- 12(00) 

612(00) See Figure 5 (Plate 25), 

where the pebbles of the product, position 2, have siimnply been added on, making a 
total of 11 in that position, which must be resolved by removing 10 from position 2 
and adding 1 to position 1. 

6(0) by 1(00)-=6(000) 
by 5 (0) =30(00) 
by 3= 18(0) 

918(0) See Figure 6 (Plate 25), 

where again pebbles were simply added on to make totals which 1must be resolved. 

4 by 1 (00)_ 4(00) 
by 5 (0) 20(0) 
by 3 12 

612 See Figure 7 (Plate 25), 

for the unresolved product and Figure 8 (ibid.) for the resolution. It is clear that 
the interest in drachmas for 765T in 1464 days is 223,992. 

Step 4: division by 6000 for reduction to talents. Position rule: 6-4 + 1 = 3, 
but first position of divisor will not go into first position of dividend, so the quotient 
will have only two positions. 

22(0000) 6000_3(0), wTith a remainder of 4(0000) 
43(000) 6000= 7 , with a remainder of 1992 

37 See Figure 9 (Plate 26). 
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Since a four-position nunmber can not be divided into another four-position nuinber 
ot which the first position number is smaller, the answer is 37T 1992 drachmas. The 
talents (i.e., the quotient at the left of the board) and drachmas (i.e., the remnainder 
at the right) can now be taken from the calculating area and recorded under the West 
row of figures as part of the interest (see Plate 26, Fig. 10). Then the remainder of 
the principal can be brought up from the South row of figures into the calculating area 
so that it can be processed.6 Since the abacus is decimal by nature, there is no place 
for the five-sixths of a drachma which the five obols represent, so for the momeent we 
shall leave them out of the picture. 

Step 1: division by 3 myriads; with the understanding that only imyriads xwill 
constitute drachrnas in the answer, this division will be made simply with 3, and the 
quotient will be understood as thousands, hundreds, tens and units, most of whicl 
will be turned into myriads (i.e., drachmas) once they are mnultiplied by the days. 
Position rule for 7095 3 is: 141 + 1 - 4. Quotient goes to the left, with a pebble 
to mark off four positions. 

7(000)-* 3 2(000), with a remainder of 1(000) (See Plate 26, Fig. 11). 
10(00)- 3 3(00), with a remainder of 1 (00) (See Plate 26, Fig. 12). 

19(0)-3- 3 6(0), with a remainder of 1 (0) (See Plate 26, Fig. 13). 

Before we nmake the next move, the division of the remaining 15 by 3, we must 
remember that there were 5 obols of the principal which have not been brought into 
the calculating area. On the ground that the goddess must not be scanted of any 
interest and must be overpaid rather thant underpaid, we must consider that those 5 
obols will inicrease our remainder from 15 to 18 drachmas. For just as with the 
division by 5T we had to have a whole number to mnultiply with the days, so here too 
we must have a whole numiber and rounid off our principal to a multiple of three. And 
it will be just this slight increase which, wNhen multiplied with the large number o-f 
days, will make the interest preserved on the stone three-quarters of an obol m-ore 
than that calculated by our decimal system. 

18* 3 =6. 

For the complete quotient (2366), see Figure 14 (Plate 26). This quotient mnust 
now be put up under the North row of figures, since there will not be room for both 
multiplicand and product in the calculating area. 

Step 2: multiplication of 1464 days by 2366; as each number of the multiplier 
is used, it will be removed from the North row of figures. 

6 For the sake of convenienlce I have here takei tip the whole inumber into the calculating area. 
Bult it is likely to have been taken up piecemeal, so that dividenids and remainders should not 
become confused. See on Year 1, payment 3 below. 
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2(000)X 1464 2928(000). (Plate 26, Fig. 15) 
3(00)X 1464= 4392(00). (Plate 26, Fig. 16) 

Resolve, and then 

6(0)X 1464 8784(0). (Plate 27, Fig. 17) 

Resolve, and then 

6 X 1464 8784. (Plate 27, Fig. 18) 

Resolve for the complete product (Plate 27, Fig. 19), which is 3463824. The myriads 
(346) represent drachmas and may immediately be added to the other interest in the 
West row of figures (Plate 27, Fig. 20). The remaining thousands, etc., represent 
some part of a drachma. If one myriad is one drachma, five thousands is three obols, 
two thousands and five hlundreds is one and one-half obols, etc. So that either a table 
could be worked out or the thousands could be divided by 16 to get obols or by 8 to 
get half-obols. A system that seems reasonable and also conformable with all the 
calculations in this inscription is the following. We shall deal with only two places 
(thousands and hundreds) and first work up to 50, giving the number of examples 
from the inscription in parentheses at the right: 

01-08 - 2 obol (1-line 87) 
09-16 1 obol (1-year 4, payment 3) 
17-25- 1X2 obols (1-year 3, payment 3) 
26-33 =2 obols 
34-41 - 2'2 obols (3-year 4, payment 5; line 85; lines 103 ff.) 
42-50 = 3 obols 

It is obvious that if this were continued, 93-99 would have to be six obols. But 
examnples from the inscription from 99 down suggest the following: 

99-93 - 5X2 obols (1-line 88) 
92-84 = 5 obols (4 year 3, payment 1; year 4, paymelnts 1, 2; as here calculated, 

year 1, payment 3) 
83-76- 4'2 obols (1-as here calculated, year 1, paymnent 4) 
75-67 = 4 obols 
66-59 -3'2 obols (2-year 1, payment 6; year 3, payment 2) 
58-50 = 3 obols 

The thousanids whiclh we lhave left on the board are 38(24), which will yield 2' 2 obols. 
These can be added to the West row of figures (resolved after the previous addition) 
to giv-e the complete interest for 766T 1095/5 outstanding for 1464 days 37TF 
2338/2y2 (Plate 27, Fig. 21). 
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The whole process is reversible, as follows: 37T 2338/212 will be 224338 
(Irachnmas, to which can be added the equivalent of 2'2 obols in thousands, hence 
224338,4100. Divided by 1464 this yields 153 with a remainder of 346,4100. This 
divided by 1464 yields ,2366. If then 153 is multiplied by 5 it will give talents (765) ; 
if ,2366 is multiplied by 3 mnyriads, it will yield drachnmas (7098). The total (766T 
1098) Imlust be vithin three drachmas of the original principal. 

It would be useless to labor the point by stretching out calculations for the 
other examples in lines 85 ff. for -which all factors are knowin. Abacus calculations 
are quick and simlple to miiake, but they are very cunmbersome to describe. We should 
rather make use of this method of calculation to establish what is possible and what 
is imlpossible in the reconstruction of the calendar. It will readily be seen that calcula- 
tion by the abacus makes very strict demiands and allows none of the leeway wlhich 
Meritt enjoys through approximated fractions and Pritchett-Neugebauer permit evell 
with decimal calculation. Take, for example, the third payment of year 3 which must 
have been nmade on some epigraphically possible date in the sixth or seventh prytany 
(lines 31-32); the principal amount ended with two hundred,7 and the interest is 
632/1X2. Both lMleritt and Pritchett-Neugebauer restore the principal as 6T 1200 
and the number of days outstanding as 510. Since the number of drachmas is divisible 
by three, both abacus and decimal calculation give an interest for this principal for 
this length of time of 632.4 draclhmas, which could never have been taken as 632/1' 2, 

as we have seen in the interest calculation on1 766T 1095/5 above, where .38 drachma 
XATas 2'2 obols. 

The strictness required by abacus-calculation nmakes restorations more difficult 
and therefore more certain because the remarkably little leeway allowed by the epi- 
graphical requirements is sharply reduced when calculations nmust be accurate to tlle 
half-obol. In consequence, abacus-calculation should guarantee whatever prytany 
arrangenment the various paymenits require, since there is literally no room for vari- 
ation. To show that this is so, it will be best to go through the quadrennium employinig 

7 Pritchett's new readinig (" Ancient Athenian Calendars on Stone," Untiversity of California 
Publications in Classical Archacology, IV, 4, 1963, pp. 271-273, 290, 304; the discussion is somewhat 
marred by the omission of Tr in the text of line 32 on p. 304) here of [TTXHH]i!! overlooks the 
fact that only two of the 17 payments from Athena Polias end with obols (year 1, payment 3; year 
4, payment 5) and both of these show an odd number of drachmas immediately before the obols. 
Therefore a payment in round hundreds plus two obols is highly unlikely. If the two uprights could 
be read as either H or I1, the weight of probability is on the side of H, but Meritt's complete 
explanation of the erosion (only partially quoted by Pritchett) makes it clear that the traces were 
once H; Pritchett's own photograph shows the less erodedI island between the lower uprights which 
confirms Me'ritt's reading. It is interesting to note that Pritchett's new readinigs for Year 3 work 
out as follows on the abacus: 

32T 5918/4 for 707 days ==4665/4'2, instead of 4665/5; 
23T 4718 for 647 days== 3077/5'Y2, instead of 3077/5; 
6T 1300/2 for 508 days == 631/3'2, instead of 632/1?2. 
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abacus-calculations and making the restorations that they, in combination with epi- 
graphical necessities, demand. 

For the first year of the quadrennium the principals which are multiples of 5T 
establish pretty clearly a skeleton of prytanies: 

I 1464-1428 (37) 
II 1427-1391 (37) 4th day (1424) 20T [569]6 

[31st] day (1397) 50T 2T 1970 
III 1390-1354 (37) 
IV 1353-1317 (37) 
V 1316-1280 (37) 
VI 1279-1243 (37) 
VII 1242-1207 (36) 
VIII 1206-1171 (36) [1Oth] day (1197) lOOT 3T 5940 
IX 1170-1135 (36) 
X 1134-1099 (36) 

This skeleton is the regular one, which applies the 4th century B.C. system attested by 
Aristotle (Ath. Pol., 43, 2:-4 X 36 days; 6 X 35 days) to the 5th century solar 
calendar. The regularity of this year is agreed upon by both Meritt and Pritchett- 
Neugebauer, so that it will serve as a neutral testing-ground for abacus calculations. 

Apart from the three payments above, the first year is admittedly difficult; not 
only is Meritt obliged to make do with interests which diverge from the results 
obtained by decimal calculation much more than we have a right to expect from 
examples in which all three factors are preserved, but also he must assume a somewhat 
complex miswriting on the part of the auditors so that in the third payment 28T 
5610/3y2 is written in the inscription and added into the total, but interest is reckoned 
on only 28T 3610/3?2, and that interest is added into the total. Some error must be 
assumed, but neither does the use of 3000 instead of 5000 in the calculation seem to 
be sufficiently motivated, nor does the admission of interests so out of line with our 
calculating evidence inspire complete confidence. 

There can be no doubt about payments 1, 2, and 5 of 20T, 50T, and lOOT respec- 
tively; and in each case the surviving interest or indication of the date is sufficiently 
secure so that we can subtract the total of these three payments and interests from 
what is known of the totals for the year. 

Total principal 261T 5600 plus Total interest 1 iT 199/1 
Payments 1, 2, 5 170T Interests 1, 2, 5 7T 1606 

Payments 3, 4, 6 91T 5600 plus Interests 3, 4, 6 3T 4593/1 

Since interest for the sixth payment survives almost complete, and the date is quite 
certain, we may calculate in reverse, to find the following: 
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4172/3 is the interest for 1128 days on 18T 2970 
4172/4 is the interest for 1128 days on 18T 2976 
4172/5 is the interest for 1128 days on 18T 2982 

It is obvious that such numbers can not be restored in line 13, where 18T 3000 fits 
to perfection. But 18T 3000 gives an interest for 1128 days of 4173/3y2. That it 
was so calculated but wrongly recorded as 4172/4y2 is rendered likely by the fact 
that both figures involve six upright strokes before the half-obol sign. As a further 
matter of fact, the spacing looks as if the stone-cutter first put down six verticals, 
of which the first three were spaced as drachmas, but then gave cross-bars only to the 
first two.8 As a copyist's error this leaves the auditors' calculation untouched, as 
4173/3'2, which must be added into the total of interests for the first year. Thus the 
sixth payment, of 18T 3000, outstanding for 1128 days, gave 4173/3y2 interest. We 
may subtract this principal and interest from the sums of principal and interest for 
payments 3, 4 and 6: 

Payments 3, 4, 6 91T 5600 plus Interests 3, 4, 6 3T 4593/1 
Payment 6 18T 3000 Interest 6 4173/3'2 

Payments 3, 4 73T 2600 plus Interests 3, 4 3T 419/3X2 

And now we are in a very peculiar position indeed, for if we subtract the sur- 
viving interest for the third payment (1T 1719/2 from 3T 419/3'2 is IT 4700/1X2) 
we get an interest for the fourth payment which is larger by two drachmas and three 
obols than the preserved fourth payment will give in the only possible n1umber of 
days (44T 3000 in 1202 days gives 1T 4697/4X2). And if we subtract the known 
fourth payment (73T 2600 plus -44T 3000 = 28T 5600 plus), we get an approxi- 
mate third payment which yields for the date given an interest far in excess of that 
recorded on the stone (28T 5600 yields IT 1806/2 in 1349 days instead of iT 1719/2). 
And yet the certain dates of the first and second payments require that the date of 
the third payment (Prytany IV, 5) should fall 1350 or 1349 days before the end of 
the period, no matter what the prytany schedule is. But even without considering the 
approximate amount of the third payment which we have derived by subtraction, we 
find no combination of Greek numbers which will fit the space for the principal in 
line 8 and give the interest on the stone, since for 1350 days 28T 3540 is needed, and 
for 1349 days 28T 3665 is needed; in both cases the number is too long by one figure, 
and does not provide the extra obols which will be necessary for the four-year and 
eleven-year totals. 

That the third payment was written as 28T 5610/3'2 is certain from several 

8 It is possible, however, that the stone-cutter's error was simply omission of the third drachma. 
This would leave somewhat more space on the stone for the obols and half-obol. 
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other indications besides the number of spaces: ' the first year's total (line 15) requires 
that this figure be 28T 5600 plus something which will take only three spaces; the 
number of spaces available for the drachma part of the four-year total (line 49) is 
eight at most, into which must fit the sum of the drachma totals from the first and 
fourth years (years 2 and 3 have totals in talents only); the only three-space addition 
to 5600 which will fit with the fourth year's drachma total of 1642/2'2 (line 47) in 
such a space must have 10 drachmas (to bring 42 up to 52) and 3' 2 obols (to make 
one drachma), thus 

IFHA IIK( 
XPHAAAAFFI I 
TXHHP FFF 

Any other filler for the three spaces of the first-year total will not add up with 
1642/2' 2 to fit into fewer than 11 spaces. 

It is equally certain that the recorded 1T 1719/2 (line 9) is not the interest on 
28T 5610/3' 2 for either of the two possible numbers of days (1349 or 1350), which 
give interests of either 1T 1806/2 or 1T 1812/3. An error in calculation not only 
must be assumed but can even be traced to the abacus. After the interest on the 
multiple of 5T had been figured (25T 5 - 5; 5 X 1349 days = 6745), the next 
step would ordinarily have been to take up to the board all the rest of the principal in 
drachmas to be divided by 3 myriads, but the auditor this time decided that it would 
be well first to process the 3T (18,000 drachmas) and the 3000 drachmas because of 
their easy divisibility: 21,000 3 myriads -,7000; ,7000 X 1349 days - 944/2. 
But having removed the pebble against the Ix, he neglected to add two pebbles against 
the X and so having dropped 2000 drachmas out of the principal he went on to 
figure interest on 610/3X2 (610/3X2 3 myriads =,0204; ,0204 X 1349 days- 
27/3). Total interest is: 

6745 (25T) 
944/2 ( 3'2T) 

27/3 (610/3%2) 

7716/5 

This should have been written TXPHHAPHIIIII. It can hardly be coincidence that 
the recorded interest uses exactly the same upright strokes and differs only in the 

" Because the third payment is the only one of this year which ends less roundly than 3000 
drachmas, its final symbols will appear again in the principal total for the year in line 15. There, 
the number of spaces available after the thousands is only six, of which at least one must have been 
left vacant, as elsewhere before the interest total. Since the number of spaces after the thousands in 
line 8 is six, all of which should be used, the number which will fit in both places must employ at 
least two obols, which are the only signs which can be doubled up. 
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addition of three crossbars: TXI "HHAPFFFFII. Although we have seen one example 
of stone-cutters' carelessness in the matter of crossbars, this error seems to stem rather 
from the abacus, since the incorrect interest was used by the auditor for the total, and, 
as we shall see below, the auditors themselves seem to have assumed responsibility for 
the error. The error must have occurred at the last stage of the calculation when the 
interest of 27/3 (on 610/3X2) was taken from the calculating area over to the West 
row of figures, when the three obol-pebbles were put mistakenly under the drachma 
sign, thus: 

T IX X [R H Il A P F I 
before 27/3 o o o o o o o o o 

o 0 0 

o o 
0 

add 20 and resolve o o o o o o o 
o 0 0 

0 

0 

add 7 and resolve o o o o o o o o 
o o 

add 3 obols as drachmas o o o o o o o a 
o 0 0 

0 

0 

Still more interesting is the fact that the resultant excess of 2 drachmas 3 obols 
is exactly the same as the recorded excess on the fourth payment's interest, where the 
interest on 44T 3000 for 1202 days must have been recorded as 1T 4700/' 2 (to make 
up the year's total) but was most certainly calculated as 1T 4697/4y2. What we have 
here is surely an attempt to retrieve an error of 2/3 which became muddled and ended 
by compounding the error, so that the excess of 2/3 on the third payment's interest 
was not subtracted from the fourth payment's interest but added to it. 

For this first year of the quadrennium we have been obliged to assume a stone- 
cutter's neglect of one crossbar, an auditor's neglect of 2000 drachmas in calculating 
interest, and a confused effort to retrieve the effect of three errant pebbles. But we 
have a completely consistent use of an abacus system of calculation, which even 
dictates the kinds of mistakes which may be made. 

No other one of the four years is restored with a regular prytany arrangement 
by Meritt. All of the four are so restored by Pritchett-Neugebauer. The fourth year 
may be easily checked. 
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I 366-330 (37) [I,12] 355 59T 4720 [4244/5] 
II 329-293 (37) 
III 292-256 (37) [III,12] 281 2T 5500 163/[5] 
IV 255-219 (37) IV,4 252 [liT 3300] 582/1 
V 218-182 (37) 
VI 181-145 (37) 
VII 144-109 (36) 
VIII 108- 83 (36) [VIII],2[4] 85 lOOT 1[700] 
IX 82- 37 (36) 
X 36- 1 (36) X,[3] 34 [18T 122/2jV2] 122/2Y2 

[19]2T 1642/2y2 1T 813/1312 

All of these calculations are correct by the abacus '" except that in the fifth payment. 
There, 18T gives an interest of 122/2?2 in 34 days; 18T 122/2X gives an interest of 
122/3. Meritt (p. 66) has suggested the possibility of parablepsis on the part of the 
scribe. But because it does not seem likely that the scribe could have added the interest 
into the total of the year's payments, 122/2? must have been a part of the payment." 
So we must assume an auditors' mistake, but a mistake of a very special category 
which can easily be traced. The auditors, having on the board a remnant (122/2?2) of 
the principal, simply forgot to calculate the interest on it. They did not catch their 
mistake when they came to clear the board for the next calculation because of the 
almost incredible coincidence that both the uncalculated remnant and the interest on 
18T were 122/2y2, and so they unthinkingly assumed they were clearing away the 
interest. See Plate 27, Figs. 22-24.12 For a similar confusion of remainder and 
solution, see " Herodotus and the Abacus," Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, p. 285. 

The second year, with only two simple payments, calculation of which can not 

10 In the first payment the principal was increased by one drachma to allow complete division by 
three myriads; this must have been fresh in the minds of the auditors when they figured the interest 
on the second payment, where instead of adding two drachmas to allow complete division by three 
myriads they dropped one. 

11 In The Athenian Year, p. 70, Meritt shows that the space where the 122/2?2 part of the 
principal is here assumed can be filled instead with the longer interest formula (To'KOS TOV'TO& CYEVEro). 

But this does not explain how the interest was added into the total payments for the year. See 
below, p. 163. 

12 Figs. 22-24 illustrate stages in the calculation of this interest. At far right are the days 
outstanding (34); in the center position of Fig. 23 is the ,6000 resulting from division of 3T by 
3 myriads. At far left is the growing interest: Fig. 22 shows 102 as the interest on 15T for 34 
days; Fig. 24 shows added thereto the interest on 3T for 34 days (20/2%); the total is 122/2y2 
which matches the remnant of principal at the South row of figures. If, as is likely with more than 
one person at work, the various rows of figures were not always used for the same purpose, it would 
be easy to think that the pebbles in the South row represented the same figure as that in the 
calculating area. 
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be in doubt, can also be arranged on a regular prytany calendar, always providing 
that the number of days for which the second payment was outstanding gives an 
amount of interest which will combine with those restored in the third year to make 
up (with the preserved totals of the first and fourth years) the four-year total. So it 
is the third year which is most crucial. The third year is also the one which requires 
the most restoration, with only two interests and parts of two payments preserved. 
And since neither the total principal nor the total interest for the year is preserved, 
this year can be restored only by means of the four-year total and the totals of the 
other years. There is, however, very little scope for variety in restoration, since the 
preserved dates and the totals of principal and interest made necessary by those of 
the other three years are very restrictive. And of course calculation by the abacus 
makes for still greater strictness. 

If a regular prytany calendar is assumed, the first payment, made on the twenty- 
sixth day of what can only be the first prytany (707 days outstanding) and giving 
interest of 4665/5, must be within three drachmas of 32T 5985. Since the third pay- 
ment, made in the sixth or seventh prytany, was an amount ending in two hundreds 
(see note 7 above) and giving an interest of 632/1X2, the only possible principal out- 
standing for an epigraphically possible number of days is 5T 4800 for 545 days.13 
These two payments plus the fourth, which has been convincingly shown by Meritt to 
be lOOT, add up to 138T 4785, which being subtracted from the year's total of 163T 14 

leaves 24T 1215 (within three drachmas) for the second payment. This second pay- 
ment was made on the twelfth day of the second, third, or fourth prytany and hence 
was outstanding for 684, 647, or 610 days with interests respectively of 3310/5y2, 
3131/5 or 2952/412. This range of possibles can be narrowed down by adding the 
known interests for this third year and subtracting them from the total interest for the 
year. But this total interest for the third year must first be discovered by adding up 
the known totals of the first and fourth years plus the two possibilities for the 
second year. 

The first payment of the second year yielded 5910; the second payment could 
have been made on either the fifteenth or eighteenth day of the ninth prytany. It was 
therefore outstanding for 790 or 787 days, yielding 2T 3800 or 2T 3740 and making 
the year's interest either 3T 3710 or 3T 3650. 

Year 1 interest total: liT 199/1 liT 199/1 
Year 4 interest total: 1T 813/1'2 1T 813/1'2 
Year 2 interests: 3T 3710 3T 3650 

15T 4722/2'2 15T 4662/2?2 

13 Other amounts will give this interest but only for dates in the third decades of the prytanies, 
which will not fit on the stone. 

14 For detailed proof of the 163T see Meritt, pp. 38-47. 
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The preserved total interest for the quadrennium is 18T 3935 plus (up to five 
drachmas). Subtracting the two possible sums for the three years we find that the two 
possible totals for the third year interest are 2T 5212/3' 2 plus (up to five drachmas) 
or 2T 5272/3X2 plus (up to five drachmas). Finally, we may subtract from these two 
alternatives the sum of the preserved interests on the third year's first and third 
payments (4665/5 + 632/1 '2 = 5298/Y'2). The results are two possible sums of 
the interests on the second and fourth payments of the third year: 1T 5914/3 plus 
and 1T 5974/3 plus. Since the fourth payment was of 100T and made on the thirtieth 
day of the seventh, eighth, ninth, or tenth prytany and so was outstanding for 481, 
445, 409, or 374 days, the possible interests are 1T 3620, 1T 2900, 1T 2180, 1T 1460. 
Going back now to the possible interests for the second payment (3310/5'2, 3131/5, 
2952/4' 2), we see that the seventh prytany date for the fourth payment gives an 
interest too large for even the smallest second payment's interest and that the ninth 
and tenth prytany dates give interests too small to be combined with even the largest 
second payment's interest. The fourth payment must belong to the eighth prytany, 
and the interest (1T 2900) should combine with one of the second payment's interest 
possibilities to make the sum of 1T 5914/3 plus or 1T 5974/3 plus. But 

1T 2900 1T 2900 1T 2900 
3310/5'2 3131/5 2954/4'2 

2T 210/5'2 2T 31/5 1T 5852/4'/2 

This is proof then that the regular prytany skeleton can not be restored in the third 
year, and perhaps not even in the second year of the quadrennium. 

Once prytany irregularity becomes a possibility, the scope widens, but I have 
found only one consistent solution for the whole quadrennium which is at the same 
time epigraphically satisfactory and arithmetically correct by the abacus."5 The steps 
by which it was arrived at are too complicated to repeat here, but the chart follows: 

Year 1 
I 1464-1428 (37) 
II 1427-1391 (37) 11.4 1424 20T [569]6 

II.[31] 1397 50T 2T 1970 
III 1390-1354 (37) 
IV 1353-1317 (37) IV.5 1349 [28T 5610/3y2] 1T 1719/2 
V 1316-1280 (37) 
VI 1279-1243 (37) 
VII 1242-1207 (36) 

15 That is, the reconstruction allows for no errors except those which occur on the stone. 
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VIII 1206-1171 (36) VIII.5 1202 4[4]T 3000 [1T 4700/1?] 
VIII.[10] 1197 lOOT 3T 5940 

IX 1170-1135 (36) 
X 1134-1099 (36) X.7 1128 1[8T 3000] 417<3>/3y2 

261T 56[10/3y2] [liT 1]99/1 
Year 2 

I 1098-1062 (37) 
II 1061-1025 (37) 
III 1024- 988 (37) 
IV 987- 951 (37) IV.3 985 30T 5910 
V 950- 914 (37) 
VI 913- 877 (37) 
VII 876- 841 (36) 
VIII 840- 805 (36) 
IX 804- 769 (36) IX.1 [5] 790 lOOT [2T 3800] 
X 768- 733 (36) 

1[30]T [3T 3710] 

Year 3 

I 732- 696 (37) [I].26 707 [32T 5983] 4665/5 
II 695- 659 (37) 
III 658- 623 (36) 
IV 622- 587 (36) [IV].12 611 2 [4T 1217] [2957/3?] 
V 586- 551 (36) 
VI 550- 515 (36) [VI.6] 545 [5T 48]00 632/ly2 
VII 514- 478 (37) 
VIII 477- 441 (37) [VIII].30 445 [1OOT] [1T 2960] 
IX 440- 404 (37) 
X 403- 367 (37) 

[163T] [2T 5215/4] 

Year 4 

I 366- 330 (37) [I.12] 355 59T 4720 [4244/5] 
II 329- 293 (37) 
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III 292- 256 (37) [III.12] 281 2T 5500 163/[5] 
IV 255- 219 (37) IV.4 252 [liT 3300] 582/1 
V 218- 182 (37) 
VI 181- 145 (37) 
VII 144- 109 (36) 
VIII 108- 73 (36) [VIII].2[4] 85 100T 1[700] 
IX 72- 37 (36) 
X 36- 1 (36) X. [3] 34 [18T 122/2/2] 122/2'2 

[19]2T 1642/2X2 1T 813/1X2 

Principals Interests 

Year 1 261T 56[10/3y2] [liT 1]99/1 
Year 2 130T [3T 3710] 
Year 3 [163T] [2T 5215/4] 
Year 4 [19]2T 1642/2j2 1iT 813/1>Y2 

[7]47T 11[253] [1]8T 393[8/y2] 
lines 99 f. 4001T 4522 

line 144 4748T 5[775] 

That then is the case for an abacus-calculated quadrennium in which only pre- 
served mistakes are allowed. It will be seen that all four years of the quadrennium 
are of the same length but that the variation of prytany lengths between 36 and 37 
does not always follow a consistent pattern. The pattern as presented here appears 
more consistent than it need have been, so for instance in the first year either V or 
VI could have had 36 days instead of VII; in the second year both V and VI could 
have changed lengths with VII and VIII, and so forth. If the length of the year 
was fixed, there was no more reason for the length of individual prytanies to follow a 
fixed sequence than there was for the prytanizing phylai to do so. 

The restorations which the abacus-calculated quadrennium requires appear in the 
text below; as is both obvious and necessary, the basic text is Meritt's. I have adopted 
here also two suggestions made by Meritt in correspondence: (1) that in line 10 the 
iota of eo-eXEvXvtaq was omitted, so that two letters need not be crowded into one 
space (see Meisterhans, p. 59, #17, 1, and Oguse, B.C.H., LIX, 1935, pp. 416-420, 
for this habit in the feminine perfect active participle); (2) that the extremely 
localized irregularity of line-endings in lines 37-42 and 47-51 resulted from damage 
to the stone on its right edge: 
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35 x )YtN AP 
T E S E P 1, 
A T E-A q/A 
E I AVE-%," 
N E T O , 

40 A I E YI 
E P I TE' 

At oAAo 
H 

45 YTANEI 
MO k IEo 
EMA? iM; 
MI' A NI 
H Pe1 F F# 

50 N AG E<D 

P E AO?A 

NJEkPAN~ 
55 O I IKAP I 

I k A I)X? 
ANE IA? 

Assumed Damage at Right Edge of I.G., J2, 324, lines 35-57 

The assumed damage seems to me a neat, economical, and almost inevitable solution, 
since it is not possible, without introducing unfortunate anomalies, to explain the 
uninscribed spaces at the ends of some of these lines as the result of a preference 
(both sudden and short-lived) for syllabic division. That is, if Wade-Gery's attractive 
restoration 16 of [E'7r' 'Iovias (or E's IKLOVEV) EV'pv,uEovrt] is accepted, line 37 must end 
[o-rparEyo I']. Line 41 must break [E'7 re Elf ] since the prytany at the beginning of 
line 42 can not have 11 letters because the two prytanies of this length appear on the 
stone as first and third of this year (lines 38, 40). In lines 42-43 the number must 
be divided [4T I XXXH H H] in order to avoid an anomalous uninscribed space before 
the interest formula in line 43. The division between lines 48 and 49 must be 
Xo [vi1iav,rfos]. Finally, in line 51 it seems to me likely that the break penetrated 
far enough in to make possible the restoration [rp'g1 jEs] so that the eleven-letter 
third prytany can be restored in the eleven spaces here. If so extensive a break is 
unacceptable, the only reasonable alternative is to assume damage of one space within 
line 51 so that a ten-letter prytany can stand in eleven spaces, thus: 

E [ir' rg P KEKPOVLr8o] S vpvraVEtaq [rEraEp | I TIS]. 

With the breaks at the edge we have line-endings from line 37 through line 51 
which compare with those above and below in the chance occurrence of syllabic and 

16 C.Q., XXIV, 1930, pp. 33-39. 
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non-syllabic division. Concerning this inscription Austin '7 wrote: " Accordingly no 
explanation can safely be based on the engraver's preference for any particular kind 
of line-ending. Probably no solution of the anomaly can be found." The solution 
seems to be that the engraver's preference, at least for the first 70 lines, was for lines 
which ended where the surface of the stone gave out unless he wished to indicate a 
new " paragraph." With one exception the only lines outside these breaks in which 
there were uninscribed spaces at the right are where the interest figure comes very 
near the end of the line and the next item is held over to the next line (lines 10, 22, 
24, 44). The exception is line 17, where one blank must be assumed after Trpo8ro in 
[07pOOS V| Eypacq.qA arEvE. 

As far as the breaks at the edge are concerned, verisimilitude might be increased 
at the cost of simplicity by assuming that the damage on the right edge at lines 37-42 
was matched by damage on the left edge at lines 47-51, or vice versa, suggesting 
bilateral means of lifting or transport. Certainly the location just above the middle 
of the stone is suitable for damage incurred for such a purpose. 

It is interesting to note that the interest formula i6OKo9 ToVrov, certainly used in 
line 9 and almost as certainly in lines 7, 10, and 12 (hence for payments 2, 3, 4, and 5 
of year 1), is always accompanied by an interest figure which is set off both before 
and after by a single uninscribed space. The same combination now appears in line 31, 
where IO'KO9 roVrov has been restored with an abacus-calculated interest which leaves 
two uninscribed spaces, presumably before and after the number. No case of an 
uninscribed space before the interest occurs in association with the formula O'rKOs 

TOVTOtL EYEVETO, which suggests that different auditors wrote up various parts of the 
accounts and brought different clerkly habits to the task. 

The only other occurrence of rOIKOS ToVTrov is in the restored part of line 46, where 
there is not room for the uninscribed space before the interest. It may be that the 
combination of TIOKOq TOvTov and the two uninscribed spaces is strict enough so that we 
should accept Meritt's new reading here (4PTTT T6KOS TOV0T0 E7EVETO instead of 
4[TTTHAAFFII ( rOKOg roVrov) even though the difficulty of the interest's having 
been added into the total of principals is so difficult to justify (see note 11). 

At any rate the probability of a fourth interest formula having been used is 
likely, if only on grounds of symmetry: 

(lines 7, 9, 10, 12, 31) (lines 60 ff. passim) 
TOKOS TOVTOV is to TOKOS TOVTO 

as TOKO TOV'OtS E7EVETO is to 'OKOS TOVTOL EYEVETO 

(lines 6, 14, 20, 22, 29, 32, 41, 43, 44) (useful restoration in lines 33, 39) 

Furthermore, as Meritt suggested to me in conversation, the use of both rO'KO KEa6Xatov 
'Tot apyvptOt TOt avaXoOe'Vrt (lines 15, 24, 35) and KEoaXatov TOKO TO&s avaXoOe'orL XpELao- 

17 Stoichedon Style in Greek Inscriptions, Oxford, 1938, p. 60. 
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(line 47) makes the variation between singular and plural in the interest formula 
perfectly regular. 

A table of other uninscribed spaces may be useful for comparative purposes: 

Lines 
on the stone restored Year 

one (or more) after 6, 7, 9, 12 10, 14 1 
interest 20(2) 22(2) 2 

29, 32 31, 34 3 
43, 46 40, 41, 4 

44(5 -end) 
one before interest 9 7, 10, 12 1 

31 3 
one after total principal 15 1 

23 2 
35 3 

47 4 
one (or more) after 

total interest 16 (6) 1 
24 (4) 2 
36 (4) 3 

48 (1) 4 

As far as the writing of obols and half-obols is concerned, the stone preserves examples 
of both single and double spacing, so that restorations of either kind must be acceptable. 

The text adopted here for lines 28 ff. should be explained as follows: elsewhere 
on the stone only [Exs 'Orn-O] o84oio (lines 19-20) and [rapa] lap[iov] (line 42) 
come between the date and the amount of the payment; the fourteen spaces between 
IrpVTLlraEs (line 28) and the payment in line 29 should therefore indicate the source 
of the 32T 5983; it might read rapa' plus some ten-letter ally or E'X plus some other 
treasury than that in the Opisthodomos, for why should the Opisthodomos be specified 
in lines 19-20 if all the money came from there? I have therefore preferred to leave 
the source unrestored, but if it still seems desirable to restore E'X '01 ocOo86ollo (13 
spaces), it will be necessary in order to leave no space uninscribed to change the 
payment in line 29 to 32T 5983/2. This will entail changing the payment in line 30 
to 24T 1216/4 and then putting two obols of the interest in line 31 in one space. Both 
of these payments give by abacus-calculation the same interest as those used above. 
A possible advantage of 32T 5983/2 and 24T 1216/4 is that 83% and 16% drachmas 
are frequent numbers in the tribute lists. But this brings up the still unresolved 
problem of what determined the amount of each payment: was it an itemized account 
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of needed funds submitted by the payee? or was it some lump sum or combination 
of lump sums which had been just paid into the treasury? The latter would explain 
payments ending in numbers like 83% and 16%. 

Only the first 53 lines of the accounts are given here. I hope that a second 
article dealing with the abacus-calculations and text of the second half will be 
ready soon. 

J.G., I2, 324 ITOIX. 75 

[IaME EXoyto-av] To hot Xoyurra U Lv ro't Er] Tapo-tv E'ETLrtV ElKlcaOEvaiov 

Es [lHavaOE'vauz o'EX] 
[ouEva zra&e ho] ?rcItTac Tape8oo [av 'Av8po] KXEA "XvEv KcX XVEVaPXOvrE' 

heXX [Evo0a,r a ....a ] 
[. . ] EL Kat XcvvapXocn [v r-TpaTr] EyoZ htirrroKpa'TE XoXapyEZ KaL 

xo.v [vacpXoorwV E TES 

[KEKPo0M8o]S rpvTravEdas 8EvrE'[pag 7lpv]raVEVocTEs TETTapE1 E/ EupaU E-av 

EO-EX [EXVOVLat EirF 'rE] 

5 [s /,oXE' hE] MEyaKXE&8ES '7p8ro [s Eyp.aL],uLa?TEvE e EiOvivo a'pXovrog 44 
TOKOS T[OVTOiS EYEVETO] 

[x rR H FAA ] AA PF H 8EvrEpa 80oa-v E [i TEU K] EKpO18o0 8EVTE'pag 
'rpvTaVEVocTEs Xo&[1rai Eaav hEITaT E] 

[,uEp'a] rE't 7TpvraVELat cO ro I 16KOS T'[oV'ov V] TTXPHHHHFAA V 
TplTE 

80oris E7rt rEs Hav[8tovt8oq mpvra] 
[vEtas] TE1apTEs '7TpV[r]aVEVo6-Es9 [E&rEXEX]VOVt'ag ITEVTE E/Epag TEs 

1TpvTraVEalc 4[ 4'TTT x FRHAI II ( T] 
[OKOS ] ToI OV Vv TXRHHAr'FFFFI l VT [Eraprp]E 8o's EIT rEs AKapavrt8og 

TpvTaveMa [s oy5oEs '7TpVTav] 

10 [EV&r]ES9 7TE1VTE E/lEpacS EO-EXEXVO [vca rm]s s7pvraVEtcas 4444 [T]TTTXXX 
rOK09 ToV-ro[v v TXXXX RH H I ( V] 

[7TE7T1rE &0o-tET rE 'AKacav [rirot a p] vravEdas oyOE19 7TpvTaVEvo0(TE 

EO-EXEX [v6viag 8EKaE . E] 

[paS g]r E iTpvTaVEtag hi TOKO9 T [ oVTov V ] TTT Fr H H H H AAAA v hE'KTE 

80lo E3Ri TE^ 'EpE[X0Ei8o0 ITpvTav] 

[etag] 8EKaTE1E '7TpVTaVEVro-E [ sE&rEXEX] v6viag hE17Tra E'/Eppacs TEs '7TpVTaVEta 

4 FTT [ TTXXX TOKos roT] 

[TOlS] 7EYVETO XXXXH IAA FF<F> [KI( V KEO ] acXaXov ro apxato avaX oaroo 
E 7Tt 'E Av8p [OKXEOS apxES Ka] 

15 [t io-v] vapyo'vrov H Id HP 4TF' f RH [A I I( I ] O'KO KE(afXatov ro8t apyvptot 
Tot avaXoo'vr [E `7 rTE 'Av8pOK] 

[XEAO] apXEs Kat XcovvapXovro [v 4TH ] PAAAA PH+H Ivvvvv Tav E 

8apeoorav hot ra [,uia pJ'aOKLa8Es9 E] 
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[XS Ol] 0 KaiL XovvaPXovTEs ErtI [Tpa]TrOKXE0 0lapXovToT Kat L tL 
rTE foXEs hAEt iX [Etor-Tag 'TpoTos V] 

[EypaL.yu] aTEvE orTparEyo s 7rEp [i IHE] XAoroVVECov AE [,u] O(O9EVEL 

'AXK0-0E&o g 'AnS [vaiot EITL TE` ATy] 

[d8os] 7rpvTavELag Terdapreg [7rpvra] vEvoo-Eg TrplTEr E [/E'] pat rfs 

'rpvTaVEta E(r [EXEXVOVl'cas Exsj 

20 [ O',Tto-] o80,LLo 444T TOKO T0oVTo [Vl E'yE'] VETO [xHH H HH A vv hETE'pa, oortg 

o-TpaTeyot, [NlKCal NLKEpa6I] 

[o Kv&a]VTi8Et Kai XavvacpXo[orv bri] rEs Ilavtovt8oq 7rpVTaVEtaq 

Eva1TEs '7TpVT [aVEV&TE9 ITEJ,UTT] 2 

[EL Kait] 8EKa'TEl ELpat TES [pvTwVTav]Ei`as9 Eo-eXEXvOVL`as9 Id TOMO9 

TOVTOt E7E'VE[TO TTXXX HHH vv] 

[KE/aAX]atov ro apXaco avaXo/L, [arog] E7TL TE' JAOKcLa'O acpXEg Kat 

XovvapXovTov hi [444 V TO'KO KEbaXa] 

[lOV TOt a] pyvpiot TOt a&vaXo [E&vTl] 'Tl TE' cIOKta8O aPXES Kal 

XoVVaPXov,Tov T[TTXXXMHHA vvvvv] 

25 [rTaE 1TapE'8]oOav hot Tacicat 0[0KKv]88Es9 'AXEpo0ot9 Kat 

x0vvapXoVTEg Ert Jo-[apXo apXovrog Ka] 

[i ElTt TEs /3oXEA] h't 'E 7Ti] X [v] KOS [Tpo ]oq Eypa/l/,.aTEVE 

hEXXE-voTca/u'ats hEvos A[ ................ 14 ] 

[...... Kat xcTvvapXocot Kat VEOtq] Xapo'7Tl'EL lKa[//] OVEL& Ka" 

xCVvapXOClv [EIT TE' htTToOov] 

[ITtosT 7rpvTaVEWas 7rpOreg Trpvrav]EVO'eg hEKTEL Kat ELKOcOTEL TEST 

7rpvTaVEL[ ... . ..... 

[. . 444TT[x RH H H H PAAAFFF TOKO3 To]VTOls EyEVETO 

XXXX RH [AA P I I I I v 8EVTEpa 8 [oI 00t EMi TE .... i 

30 [8og 'TpVTavEt'aq TETapTEg ITpvTavJ EVOcEs AO8EKarEt TEs 7TpvTaVEtaL 
44TTT[TXHHArFF TOKO0 TO] 

[TOv v' XXFHHHHPrFFIII( vTpLTE 8]oc70 ITL 9 E 'EPEXOEL8O0 
,TpvTaVELcaLS hE [KTEg 1TpvTaEvoo6-Es ] 

[hEKTEt TE' 17pvTaVELa, IFXXXXPRH] H H TrOKO rTOVTOs LEvEVETO MHAAAHFI ( 
TE [TapTE 80O0Ttlg E'7fl TE"g] 

['AKa/uav-'riog 'TpvTaVEatS Oy8oEg] 7TpvTavEvOc6Eq TptaKOOTEL TEs 

'7TpVTav [ELa9 hi TKOSK TOVTOl E 

[YEVETo TXXIHHHHHI'A KEoaXXaLov] ro apXato avaXoLicaLoT EIT TEs 

eOKV80O [apXE Kat Xo-vvapXov] 

35 [rov hri ['4TTT V KE4aCXatov rOKO rot] aCpyvptot Tot avaXoOEVTr EMi 

TES eOKV8 [ iOO apXeS Ka" Xovvap] 

[X6vrov TTIxHH A r VvH Ta8E ITap] E'8ooav hot rauiat TLtLOKXA EITEaZog 
K [ ai Xo-vvapXovTE EITl] 
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['Apuevio dapXovrog Kat e 7r rE/,BoX] E he't AueErpto KoXXvrcEV '7rp6o 

eyp[aqL1LaTreve orTpareyov11] 
[........ E1pvpu'8ovrtL Mvpp] woo-1oil Kat XcrvvapXoo-c EGrt Te 

'AKacFa [vri8og TpvTavEIas <PK ] 
[Vrpo'rEg 7rpvTavEvoTE 808EKaTE] ? T' 7rpvTavEiag IP FTTTTXXXXRH HAA 

TO6[KOS TOVTOL EyE'VETOM/J] 

40 [XXXXH HAAAAHFFFII I II v I EV Ev'p] a &0o-tg Eri rL llav8tovi8o vpvravcE[as 

TpLTE9 TrpvTaEVm< 1] 

[o00ES 808EKa"TEL 'TE 7rppvTavELac] TT FxW' TOKOS TOVTOL E7EYVETO 

HIFAFFFI4IIi [ I V Tpi'E 6o0] [E7i TEX,] 
6~~~~~~~~~ 

S l. OO orpvravEtag TEra] pTEg 1TpvTaVEVo-E9 TETTaprEL riE 
Grpvra [vELag irapa'] lap, [toV 4TF ] 

[XXXHHH TOKO0 TOVTOlS EEYEVETO] RFIAAAFFI V TETaprE 0 EtIT Eri IrE 
Alami-[i8og 7rpvr]avEi[a oy8o6] 

Eg 7TvrvaVEVO(TEg TETapTEL Kact] ElKO(TTEL TEg 7r-pvTavEtaa H TOKOS 

roV-o [s E'yE'v] Ero XXPH[H ....] 
45 [7E'-4rE &0o-tg 7EI g AEovrt8o] s -npvravEcwa 8EKa'TE 7rpvTaVEVOXE 

r[E TpiT]EL TEg 7rp[vTaVEd] 

[as 4rnTTTHAAHFIK( T6Oo roiirov] HAAFFI( V KE'XaLov Tr apXato 

a va X o [ /.taTo s ] E,7T' Te Es T t [ /I 0 K X]' 
[s apXEs Kai X-vvapXovrov h W44] 44TTXP HAAAAHFIJI I KEbcaLXaLov 

TO'KO r [Ot a'] vaXo0Eo X p [4Eaua- ] 
[eri s TyoiAsX~os aJJxES KcU xov] vapX 'vrov TP H H HA FFFI ( V KEcfXL [ov 

av]aXo6paros Xov[uravrfl] 
[os 'AOEV]aiaa E'v roZ [g rE[rTapwv E'],rTEv EK llavaOEvatov Eg 

3 

llava6'v [ata H ] hI I14444FTTX[HHIPN+b] 
50 [KEod] XaLov TOKO XnV'7av [Tog 'AOe] valag Ev ToZS rErapo-v ETEOlV 

E [ K lav ] aOEvatOv Eg Ha [ vacE6vl] 

[ala 4] FrTTTXXXR'HHHHAAAP [ FFF( V Ta8E] 'AOEvaias NiKEs E[7T rTs 
IIavtovti8o] s -Tpvra-VEtiag [Irpi Pz0X] 

LTEg 7rp] vravEvo'oEV TETaprET[E rL TEg -npvTa] vEaa TLLuOK [rX EEreaiog Ka" 

xT-v] vapXovrEg ira [pE&c-a] 
[V IF'Tro'K,o9] TOVL70tE'[y]VEJ-o H[HHHA \AAAI11K( ] vacat 

MABEL LANG 
BRYN MAWR COLLEGE 
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